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FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE

Books


Monographs


Chapters


Articles


**Reports**


**Architectural Plans**


**Designs**


Bryant M, *Jellicoe Street and Silo Park, Auckland*, Urban design plan in post industrial site in Auckland (Wynyard Quarter, Auckland, New Zealand, August 2011).

Bryant M, *Tauranga Bus Centre, Tauranga*, Urban design plan in urban centre (Tauranga, April 2011).


**Artefacts/Objects/Craftwork**

Campays P, ‘Multivitamins’, Multi media, collage on canvas and board (The Depot, Devonport, 2010).


**Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises**


McLeod W (Paintings and drawings), *Solo exhibition of paintings* (New York, New York, Dubart gallery, November, 2010).


**Other Academic Publications**


Isaacs N P, ‘Sydney’s first ice’, in Dictionary of Sydney, edited by Dr Lisa Murray, Assoc Prof Grace Karskens, Prof Paul Ashton, Prof Stephen Garton, Dr Emma Grahame (Online Sydney, Australia, Dictionary of Sydney Trust, 2011).


**Published Conference Papers**


Isaacs N P, ‘Hot water for the masses’, Good architecture should not be a plaything: New Zealand architecture in the 1920s a one day symposium, edited by McCarthy, Christine (Wellington, New Zealand, Centre of Building Performance Research, VUW, 2011), New Zealand Architectural History Symposium, pp. 36-41.


Mackay C, ‘Kitchen remodelling in New Zealand – issues of sustainability’, SB10 innovation and transformation – New Zealand sustainability building conference (Wellington, BRANZ, 2010), Stream 1c - 7.PN009. CD.


Moloney C, Dave B, 'Mixed reality at the sketch design phase', Between man and machine: proceedings of the 14th international conference on computer-aided architectural design research in Asia, edited by B. Dave, A.I. Li, N. Gu, H.J. Park (Hong Kong, CAADRIA, 2010), pp. 185-189.


Wood P, ‘Raupo Whare (C1860) and the tale of the missing dog box’, *Elegance and excesses: war, gold and borrowings: New Zealand architecture in the 1860s, a one day symposium*, edited by Christine McCarthy (Wellington New Zealand, Faculty of Architecture and Design Victoria University of Wellington, 2010), pp. 66-73.


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Skinner R, ‘... where wooden shantees and native huts are considered works of art: Rumsey writes back’, *Elegance and excesses: war, gold and borrowings: architecture in the 1860s: a one day symposium held under the auspices of the Centre for Building Performance Research, Victoria University* (Wellington, New Zealand, December 2010).


**Theses**

**MBSc**

McIntosh J, ‘The indoor air quality in 35 Wellington primary schools during the school day’. 2011.

**DESIGN**

**Chapters**

Articles


Designs


**Artefacts/Objects/Craftwork**


**Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises**


**Film/Videos**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


### Unpublished Conference Papers

Gurevitch L S, ‘From Baraka to Barack: from global warming to cold war, the rise and fall of spectacular environmental rhetoric in American popular culture’, *10th Nordic Environmental Social Science Conference (NESS), June 2011, Stockholm University* (Stockholm, Sweden, June 2011).

Gurevitch L S, ‘Google warming: environmental panoptical regimes and the machinima of the visible’, *Crossroads Cultural Studies Conference, June, Lingnan University, Hong Kong* (Hong Kong, June 2010).


### Theses

**PhD**


**MDes**

FACULTY OF COMMERCE AND ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Books


Edited Collections

Chapters


**Articles**


Corbett S, ‘Creative Commons Licences, the Copyright Regime and the Online Community: is there a fatal disconnect?’, *The Modern Law Review*, 74, 4, July (2011), pp. 503-531.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**


Marriott L, 'The Science of Taxing the Arts', 22nd Australasian Tax Teachers’ Association Conference (Sydney, 2010), pp. 1–22.


Van Peursem K A, 'Ancient scepticism for the modern professional', the Critical Perspectives on Accounting Conference (Clearwater Beach, Florida USA, 10–12 July) (2011).


Unpublished Conference Papers


Colquhoun P, 'Understanding the ACCY111 experience', *Ako Victoria* (Wellington, 18th April 2011).


Corbett S, 'Copyright norms and flexibilities and the digitisation practices of cultural heritage institutions', *Innovation and Communication Law Conference* (Melbourne, May 2011).


Harding M, Gemmell N, Mellish A, 'Measuring the distributional impacts of tax reform with limited data: some evidence for New Zealand', *Joint NZAE Et LEANZ Conference* (July 2010).


Keeper T, 'Liquidator’s Powers', *5th Insolvency Law Workshop* (Sydney, July 2011).

Keeper T, 'Three years on and what have we learned so far: Voluntary administration so far’, *Corporate Law Teachers Association Conference* (Brisbane, February 2011).


**Theses**

**PhD**


ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

Monographs


Chapters


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


Franks J, Lally M, Myers S, *Recommendation to the New Zealand Commerce Commission on whether or not it should change its previous estimate of the Tax-Adjusted Market Risk Premium as a result of the recent Global Financial Crisis* (Commerce Commission, April, 2010).


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Altman M, ‘Hayek’s complexity assumption, bounded rationality, and contemporary behavioral economics’, *IAREP/SABE/ICABEEP International Conference (Behavioral Economics)* (Exeter, July 2011).

Altman M, ‘Sustainable rational inefficiency oligarchs, time preferences, and market failure’, *International Confederation of Associations for Pluralism in Economics (ICAPE)* (Amherst, November 2011).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**GOVERNMENT (INCLUDING HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH CENTRE)**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


Reports


**Other Academic Publications**


### Published Conference Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desai J, Gerring Z</td>
<td>‘A Panel Data Comparison of Two Commonly-used Health-related Quality of Life Instruments’</td>
<td><em>33rd Australian Conference for Health Economists</em> (Melbourne, Monash University, 2011), pp. 1–33.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Russell L, ‘“We’ve Got to Protect Our Childbearing Properties’; Voices of Rangatahi Maori in Sexual and Reproductive Health’, *New Zealand Sexual Health Society conference* (Auckland, October 2011).

Wolf A M, ‘Q-ing Wellbeing for Public Policy’, *27th Annual Q Conference (ISSSS)* (Birmingham, September 2011).

**Theses**

**PhD**

Ahnaf M I, 'From Revolution to 'Refolution': A study of Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia, its changes and trajectories in democratic Indonesia'


Stace H J, 'Moving beyond love and luck : building right relationships and respecting lived experience in New Zealand autism policy'. 2011.

**MA**


**INFORMATION MANAGEMENT**

**Books**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Reports**


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Shep S, ‘eHumanities: local e-nitiatives and international developments’, *New Zealand eResearch Symposium* (Dunedin, 30 June – 1 July 2011).


Shep S, ‘Reading the Fragment: Bullet holes, mildew, and blood stains’, *British Association of Paper Historians annual conference* (September 2010).

Shep S, "Retiring and diffident, unknown to fame": the peregrinations of George Rolwegan, Bookbinder’, *Edinburgh Bibliographical Society* (Edinburgh, 29 September 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MANAGEMENT**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Chong E K S, ‘Administrative controls and organisational efficacy: a perspective from provincial Vietnam’, *Asia Pacific Conference on History, Politics, Strategic Studies and Climate Change* (University Kebangsaan Malaysia, University Kebangsaan Malaysia, 2010), 20, 6.


Dunford R, Cummings S, ‘From hierarchy to market to crowd (sourcing): the contested meaning of a new mode of organizing’, *EGOS* (Lisbon, Portugal, 2010).


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Mead A, 'The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples – Implications for New Zealand', 9th Maori Legal Forum (Wellington, July 2010).


Mead A T P, 'Ko Aotearoa Tenei – Implications for Kaitiaki of Information', LIANZA (Library and Information Association of NZ) Passion, People & Power Conference (Wellington, October 2011).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MCA**


**MARKETING AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS**

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Rivers C, ‘Negotiation ethics across cultures: An examination of the influence of laws and codes of ethics’, International Association of Conflict Management Annual Conference (Boston, June 2010).


Theses

PhD

FACULTY OF EDUCATION

EDUCATION FACULTY OFFICE

Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications

Published Conference Papers

Unpublished Conference Papers


Meyer L, ‘Professors who nurture the professoriate: enhancing research capabilities to meet today’s challenges and expectations’, 6th Annual Glasgow Caledonian University Research Celebration and Poster Colloquium (Glasgow, June 2011).

**EDUCATION POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION**

**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Bowell I, ‘Cultural centres supporting teaching and learning’, *World Education Research Association (WERA) Focal Meeting as part of the Taiwan Education Research Association International Conference on Education (TICE)* (Taiwan, December 2011).


Hubbard G, ‘Protestant exegesis and Book II of Spenser’s The Faerie Queene’, *Sixteenth Century Society and Conference* (Forth Worth, October 2011).


Johnston M, Mogol V, ‘Do male and female students perform differently in internal and external assessment’, *Symposium on Assessment and Learner Outcomes* (Wellington, September 2011).


Sheehan W, ‘Knowing what happened is not enough – you have to know why it happened and why it matters’: Thinking historically and why it matters’, *The University of Auckland History Symposium: Teaching and Learning History II: Developing Historical Literacy* (Auckland, May 2011).


Stevens K J, ‘Pre-service teacher education for the management of actual and virtual classes’, *Open and Distance Learning Association of Australia* (Sydney, February 2011).


Strathdee R, ‘Reclaiming the disengaged: reform of New Zealand VET and social welfare systems’, *Youth Unemployment and Joblessness: Causes, Consequences, Responses* (Mexico City, August 2011).


Terreni L, ‘Examining how ICT can support visual art in early childhood settings’, *4th International Art in Early Childhood Conference* (Toledo, Ohio, June 2011).


Thevenard E, ‘Education outside the classroom and adventure based learning’, Physical Education New Zealand National Conference (Wellington, July 2010).


Thornton K, ‘Experiences of participants in a leadership development programme using blended action learning’, Hosting and harvesting: Creating the change we wish to see in the world: 2010 Commonwealth Council for Educational Administration and Management and the Australian Council for Educational Leaders International Conference (Sydney, September 2010).


Wards A, Sheehan W, ‘How do students develop disciplinary expertise in history through standards-based, internally-assessed research studies?’, Symposium on Assessment and Learner Outcomes (Wellington, September 2011).


Performances


Film/Videos


Theses

MEd


EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

Edited Collections


**Chapters**


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Dalli M, ‘Love, care and professionalism: why we must engage emotionally when we teach. Insights from a recently completed lit review on quality ECE for infants and toddlers’, Is there any knowledge about how to handle children under three in ECEC? (Oslo, December 2011).


Lymbery J, ‘To game or not to game: real learning in an unreal world’, Learning@School Conference (Rotorua, February 2011).

McCrutden M, ‘Conceptual change processes and reading of science text’, Third Educational Psychology Forum (Christchurch, November 2010).

McCrutden M, ‘How task-oriented instructions affect reader goals, strategies, and memory’, 23rd International Reading Association World Congress on Reading: Leading and Learning in Literacy (Auckland, July 2010).

McDonald L, ‘A coming of age: enhancing transfer of learning in university programmes’, The Learner: An International Conference (Hong Kong, July 2010).

McDonald L, ‘Professional development and transfer of learning: two sides of the same coin?’, 4th Annual Educational Psychological Forum (Auckland, November 2011).

McDonald L, ‘Teacher professional development Learning, motivation and transfer’, International Association for the Scientific Knowledge Conference (Seville, November 2010).


McRae H, ‘Te ara a ihenga: educational research for, with and by Te Arawa’, Traditional Knowledge Conference (June 2010).

Moeed A, ‘The impact of NCEA assessment on teaching, learning and motivation to learn science investigation in Year 11’, Symposium on Assessment and Learner Outcomes (Wellington, September 2011).


Wood B, ‘Exploring motivating issues for everyday citizenship through New Zealand young people’s visual narratives’, 3rd International Conference: Childhood and Youth in Transition (Sheffield, July 2010).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MEd**

TE KURA MĀORI

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Chu C, Rimoni F, ‘Transcending difference through teaching at the university: a reality or a dream?’, *Traditional Knowledge Conference* (Auckland, June 2010).

Graham J, ‘The Maori boarding schools and Maori leadership: an educational tradition built around diversity and a culturally responsive curriculum at Te Aute College’, *Shanghai International Conference on Social Science* (Shanghai, August 2011).

Graham J, ‘The Maori boarding schools and Maori leadership: an educational tradition viewed through the stories of Te Aute College’, *11th International Conference on Diversity in Organizations, Communities and Nations* (Cape Town, June 2011).


Penetito W, ‘How to push a car that you are also riding in: tokenism and a reality check’, Rising Above Tokenism (Taumarunui, October 2011).


Penetito W, ‘Without knowledge, it’s just data – culturally-grounded history teachers can make a difference to Maori student learning (not to mention all other students)’, New Zealand History Teachers’ Association (NZHTA) Conference (Wellington, October 2010).


Sanga K, ‘Capture your day and influence the future!’, Auckland Pacific Leadership Symposium (Auckland, December 2010).


Sanga K, ‘Vakanuinui e na veivakadeitaki: The first task for educators as leaders’, Fiji National University National Education Conference (Lautoka, November 2010).
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING

ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Books

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Published Conference Papers


Xia D, Fu Q, ‘An Experimental Study on Performance Comparison of Rate Adaptation and fixed Rate in IEEE 802.11g’, *Australasian Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference* (2011), pp. 1–6.


Conference Poster Presentations


Unpublished Conference Papers


Theses

PhD


MEng


MSc
### FACULTY OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

#### ART HISTORY, CLASSICS AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Edited Collections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


Articles


Other Academic Publications


**Reports**


**Exhibition/Curatorial Exercise**

**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


McCarthy C, ‘The rules of (Maori) art: Museums, visitors and indigenous culture in the field of New Zealand art’, Antipodean fields: Bourdieu and southern cultures (Centre for Cultural Research, University of Western Sydney, Sydney, June 8 – 9 2011).

McCarthy C, ‘To foster and encourage the study and practice of Maori arts and crafts: The poetics and politics of displaying material culture in New Zealand museums 1900–1940’, Material Culture, Craft & Community: Negotiating Objects Across Time & Place (University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada, May 20 –21 2011).


Radich M, ‘Pure Mind in India: Indian Background to Paramartha’s ‘Amalavijnana’, International Association of Buddhist Studies Conference (Foguang shan, Taiwan, June 2011).

Radich M, ‘Tathagatagarbha, the Problem of Maternity, and Kataphatic Gnostic Docetism’, International Association of Buddhist Studies Conference (Foguang shan, Taiwan, June 2011).


Rosenbloom D, ‘Did Athens have an empire: Empire and state formation in recent work on the Athenian empire’, ASCS Conference (Auckland, January 2011).


Spiteri R, ‘Engendering Surrealism: Eroticism, Intimacy and the Question of Gender in Surrealism’ *Erotic Screen and Sound: Culture, Media and Desire Conference* (Griffith University, Brisbane, February 15-18, 2011).


Tatum W, ‘Where there is hatred, let me sow love: Suetonius’ Titus becomes emperor’, *Augustus Day* (Queensland, September 2011).


Weiss R, ‘Reimagining Religious Communities in Colonial India’, *Australian Association for the Study of Religion* (Gold Coast, July 2011).

**Invited Lecture in Named Series**


Tatum W, ‘Invective Identities in Cicero’s Pro Caelio’, Annual Elizabeth Hunter Lecture (Florida State University, January 2011).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MA**


ENGLISH, FILM, THEATRE AND MEDIA STUDIES

Books


Van Belle D, Barking Death Squirrels (Wellington, NZ, Random Static, 2010), 269pp.


Scholarly Editions


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Performances

Carnegie D, (Dramaturg), Sir Thomas Wyatt by John Webster, Henry Chettle, Thomas Dekker, Thomas Heywood and Wentworth Smith (Wellington, Studio 77, VUW, 2010).

Carnegie D, (Dramaturg), Sir Thomas Wyatt, by John Webster and Thomas Dekker (Wellington, Studio 77, 2010).


Evans A, (Director of Stage Production), Bulgakov’s The Master and Margarita adapted by Edward Kemp (Victoria University of Wellington, VUW Studio 77, October, 2010).

Evans A M, (Director), Big Love by Charles Mee, inspired by Aeschylus’ Suppliant Women (Victoria University of Wellington, VUW Studio 77, 4 October – 8 October, 2011).

McKinnon J, (Dramaturg/Critical Consultant), The Good Woman of Setzsuan (Edmonton, Canada., Timms Centre for the Arts., 13–22 May, 2010).

O’Donnell D, (Director), A Place of Safety: The Influence of Writer’s Block on Contemporary Maori Theatre (Victoria University of Wellington, 2011).

Tweddle B, (Production Assistant), Hullapolloi (Opera House (Wellington); Suter Theatre (Nelson); Dunedin Fringe Festival (Dunedin), Zimmer, Antwerp (Belgium), Tempo Festival (Auckland), Tauranga Festival (Tauranga), Select dates between 1 March - 21 October (1-2 days per venue), 2011).

Tweddle B, (Director and Producer), One Day More (Wellington, Studio 77, 17 to 21 May, 2011).

Designs


Dramatic and Literary Texts

Jackson A, When we were bread (New Zealand, Unity Books and Sport, 2011), 17pp.


Ricketts H, "In the Tube', 'To Diss', 'S-Bahn' and 'Carlton, Edinburgh, with Tommy, 2010' (poems), *Snorkel* 13, April (2011).


**Published Conference Papers**


Ross M, ‘Screening in the Interstices: Alternative Film Exhibition in Latin America’, *Screen Cultures* (New Zealand, University of Otago, 2011).


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Evans A, 'Li Yuru and Female Role Innovation', *Continuity, Creativity & Life: Li Yuru and Jingju's Creativeness in the Second Half of the Twentieth Century* (6-7 November 2010 2010).


Hillyer M, ‘Primitive Survivals: Maoriland, Modernity, and the New Zealand Feature Film’, *Film and History Association of Australia and New Zealand* (University of New South Wales, Sydney 2010).


Thompson P A, 'Show me the money - funding possibilities for public television in New Zealand', 2011 SPADA (Screen Producers and Development Association) conference (Auckland, November 2011).


Thomson H, 'See what is coming from the distance dim!: Keats and the Poetics of Distance', Romantic Studies Association of Australasia: Inaugural Conference at the University of Sydney (Sydney, February 2011).


Walls K, ‘The Socialist Perspective of Margaret Mahy’s The Changeover’, Twentieth Biennial Congress of International Research Society for Children’s Literature, Queensland University of Technology (Brisbane, 4-8 July 2011).


Watkins E, 'Cinephilia: Materiality and Imagination and the Restored Film', Screen Studies Conference (Glasgow, July 2011).

Watkins E, 'Luce Irigaray, Gesture and Play in Discourse', Film and Philosophy Conference (Warwick, July 2010).

Watkins E, 'Memory and Temporality in Play (Sally Potter, 1971)', Screen Studies Conference (Glasgow, July 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Herman D, 'Zen and the white whale : a Buddhist rendering of Moby-Dick'. 2011.


**MA**


Proffitt C A, 'Margaret Mahy and the golden age of children’s literature'. 2011.

Richardson S C, 'A ‘stain on silence’: the registration of trauma in the comics memoirs of Alison Bechdel and Art Spiegelman'. 2011.


**HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

**Books**


**Scholarly Editions**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Brock S, ‘The Phenomenological Objection to Fictionalism (Invited Paper)’, Workshop on “fictional entities and other social objects” and paolo bozzi prize for ontology (Turin University, Turin, May 2011).


Capie D, ‘Emerging issues in regional architecture’, New Zealand–Japan track II dialogue, Japan Institute for International Affairs (Tokyo, November 2010).

Capie D, ‘India’s role in East Asia’, *NZ-Australia-ASEAN track II dialogue* (Kuala Lumpur, November 2010).

Capie D, ‘Non-traditional security challenges in East Asia’, *Third New Zealand-India Track Two Dialogue* (Wellington, September 2010).


Capie D, ‘When does track two matter? Structure, agency and Asian regionalism’, *Political Science and International Relations seminar series* (Wellington, May 2010).


Hunter K, ‘Hunting, Great War Soldiers and an Empire at the Edges’, *Australian Historical Association Conference* (Launceston, July 2011).

Keller S T, ‘Empathizing with Skepticism about Climate Change’, Workshop on Philosophy and Climate Change at Victoria University of Wellington (Wellington, October 2011).


Mares E, ‘Revisiting ‘Choice and Description in Enriched Intensional Languages’ Beyond the Possible’, A Conference in Memory of Richard Routley (Melbourne, July 2011).

Marquez X I, The Irrelevance of Legitimacy, NZPSA Conference (Dunedin, December 2011).


Sterelny K, ‘Fitness and utility’, Australasian Association of Philosophy Conference (Sydney, July 2010).


Sterelny K, ‘Rationality, fitness, utility’, Evolution, Co-operation and Rationality II (Bristol, June 2011).
Thirkell-White T, "'Woops Outside Your Head": A Short Habermasian Critique of Behaviourist Constructivism', *Noms, nomos, or normalisation? Interrogating the Use of Norms in International Relations* (Sydney, March 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Gers M J, 'As we build our world we build our minds: the causal role of technology in the development and evolution of human psychological traits'. 2011.


**MA**

Arlidge K R, 'Security in South East Asia: how are South East Asian countries ensuring their security in an uncertain Asian security environment due to the rise of China as a regional and global power?'. 2011.

Behrend M A, 'Interrogating the liberal peace in East Timor'. 2011.


Irving A D, 'One fish, two fish, few fish, no fish: regional fisheries management organisations, IUU fishing and high seas management'. 2011.


Le Quesne S I, 'Mixing business with politics?: the role and influence of the Australia New Zealand Leadership Forum'. 2011.


Mann O, 'Confirming tradition: confirming change: a social history of the cricket tours to New Zealand in the 1930s'. 2011.


**LANGUAGES AND CULTURES**

**Books**


Sutherland M, *One Artist on Five Continents: The Life of Elisabet Delbrück* (Frankfurt am Main, Peter Lang, 2011), 197pp.

**Dramatic and Literary Texts**


**Edited Collections**


Chapters


Sutherland M A, ‘Hauptmann’s The Weavers as ‘social sculpture’’, in European Tragedy: from Homer to Beckett, edited by John Davidson and Hansgerd Delbrück (Dunedin, University of Otago, 2011), 26, pp. 120–149.


Articles

Anderson J, The Other Side of the Postcard: Rewriting the Exotic Beach in Works by Titaua Peu, Chantal Spitz (Tahiti) and Nathacha Appanah (Mauritius), Dalhousie French Studies. Special Issue: Lost Oceans, 94, Spring (2011), pp. 5–13.


Ito Y, 'Meiji Taisho jidai no bushido ron to joshi kyoiku - Yamaji Aizan to Inoue Tetsujiro (Conflicting Views of Bushido and Education for Women in the Meiji and Taisho Periods)’, Chiiki bunka kenkyu (Studies in Area Culture), 10, October (2011), pp. 1-17.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Hill S, 'Differently able, differently visible: Representing disability outside mainstream Italian cinema', *Contemporary Italy on Screen Conference* (Adelaide, April 2011).


Ito Y, 'Nihonshi no naka no Ryukyu/Okinawa-Yamaji Aizan no sakokuron hihan', *Seminar of Area Studies at Kyushu University* (Fukuoka, Japan, December 2010).


Miranda M C, ‘Translation and the Argentine Tradition: The Case of Borges and Bioy Casares as Author-Translators-Editors’, *The Author-Translator in the European Literary Tradition, Swansea University* (Swansea, June/July 2010).


**Theses**

**PhD**


**Linguistics and Applied Language Studies**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


Coxhead A, Hirsh D, *University of Sydney Papers in TESOL: Special issue on TESOL and Applied Language Studies Research by Postgraduate Students in Australia and New Zealand* (Sydney, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, University of Technology, 2011).


### Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Published Conference Papers


Unpublished Conference Papers


Holmes J, ‘Intercultural competence in the workplace’ Round Table on Variational Pragmatics’, *Round Table on Variational Pragmatics* (Bonn, May 2011).


Holmes J, ‘Learning how to be a good colleague in Australasia: acquiring socio-pragmatic skills for work’, *Canberra Languages Education Mini-Conference* (Canberra, December 2011).


Macalister J, 'Where three streams meet: Competing influences on pre-service teacher cognition', 2nd Combined Conference The Applied Linguistics Associations of New Zealand and Australia (Canberra, 30 November - 2 December 2011).

Macalister J, Sandom M, 'Reading into the box: Two case studies of extensive reading in Japanese', 1st Extensive Reading World Congress (Kyoto, Japan, September 2011).

Marra M, 'Navigating into a new community: Culture as a resource', i-mean@uwe2 conference 2011 (Bristol, April 2011).

Marsen S, 'Getting the story right: A narrative-semiotic approach to organizational crisis', International Conference on Discourse and Communication in Organizations and Enterprises (DICOEN 6) (Hong Kong, September 2011).


Newton J, ‘Teaching English for intercultural communication: From CLT to iCLT’, Teaching Language to Learners of Different Age Groups RELC (Singapore, April 2011).


Smiler K, ‘Research at the Intersection of Cultures: Research with Whanau of Maori Deaf and hearing-impaired tamariki’, Culturally Responsive Research and Pedagogies Conference (Hamilton, November 2010).

**Theses**

**PhD**


**MAORI STUDIES (TE KAWA A MĀUI)**

**Monographs**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


### Other Academic Publications


### Published Conference Papers


### Unpublished Conference Papers


Hall M, 'Getting Real: How Māori academics are making academic development work for them', *HERDSA* (Gold Coast, Australia, 4-7 July 2011).


Harris, A, Higgins, R, Mahuika, N, Te Punga Somerville, A, "Where is Māori History?" *He Rau Tumu Kērero*, (9 June Auckland, 2011).
Higgins, Rawinia, ‘Ngā Tuhinga Reo Māori’. He Kötihitihi: Ngā Tuhinga Reo Māori journal launch (Hamilton, 14 April 2011).


Compositions

Film/Videos

Mercier O, (Director), ‘Vai o le Ola (Water of Life) Falelima’ (Aotearoa New Zealand, The Response Trust Aotearoa, 2010), DVD.

Theses
PhD
Seifert M, ‘He rawe tona kakahu / She wore a becoming dress : performing the hyphen: 2011.

MA

Rangihaeata P K, ‘Ka ora ngā kōrero hītori o Ngā ti Konohi mā roto mai i ngā mahi whakaako waiata i te kapa haka o Whā ngā rā –mai-tawhiti. 2011

MUSIC

Books

Scholarly Editions

Edited Collections
Garden G, La Delivrance de Renaud: Ballet danced by Louis XIII in 1617 (Turnhout and Tours, Brepols and Centre d’Etudes Superieures de la Renaissance, Université Francois–Rabelais de Tours, 2010), 293pp.

Chapters


Articles


Software and Databases


Performances


Ansell G, Beilman D, Gjelsten R, Pohl H, (New Zealand String Quartet), *Two programmes of music: Beethoven Opus 18 no 5, Schoenberg No 2 Opus 10, Dvorak No 14 Opus 105, Mozart K575 (Prussian No 1), Ross Harris The Abiding Tides, Smetana No 1 ‘From my life’ (North and South Island venues, Chamber Music NZ tour with Jenny Wollerman, 2011).*


Irons D, (Pianist), *Chamber Music New Zealand tour with Martin Riseley*: two programmes of works by *Schubert, Ravel, Strauss, Mozart, Bartok, Berg, Prock and Beethoven* (Upper Hutt; Rotorua; Motueka; Blenheim, Expressions Theatre; Convention Centre; Chanel Arts Centre; Brancott Estate, June 13, June 23, July 8, September 16, 2011).


Irons D, (Pianist), *Chopin Piano Concerto in F minor No. 2; Soloist with the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and conductor Jacek Kapszyk* (Wellington, Michael Fowler Centre, April 29, 2011).

Irons D, (Pianist), *Elgar Piano Quintet in A minor with the New Zealand String Quartet* (Waikanae, Memorial Theatre, April 11, 2010).

Irons D, (Pianist), *Fridays at Five Concert One, NZSM Series; Brahms Sonata for Violin and Piano in A major, Zwei Gesange, Piano Quartet in G minor; with Martin Riseley, Donald Maurice, David Chickering and Margaret Medlyn* (Wellington, Ilott Theatre, May 28, 2010).

Irons D, (Pianist), *Mozart and Beethoven Quintets and Poulenc Sextet with Bridget Douglas, flute; Robert Orr, oboe; Phil Green, clarinet; Robert Weeks, bassoon; Ed Allen, French Horn* (Lower Hutt, Little Theatre, 2010).

Irons D, (Pianist), *Mozart Piano Concerto K 491 with the Wellington Chamber Orchestra and Michael Joel conductor* (Wellington, St. Andrews on the Terrace, September 19, 2010).


Irons D, (Pianist), *Schumann Piano concerto; Soloist with NZSM Orchestra and conductor Kenneth Young* (Wellington, St. Andrews on the Terrace, May 12, 2010).

Irons D, (Pianist), *Solo Lunchtime Recital; NZSO Palmerston North Massey Series; works by Chopin, Whitehead, Ravel* (Palmerston North, Massey University, 30 March, 2011).

Irons D, (Solo Pianist), *Solo Recital: works by Beethoven, Chopin, Whitehead and Ravel* (Concert Chamber Auckland Town Hall, Auckland International Piano Festival, April 8, 2011).

Irons D, (Piano soloist as Principal Guest Artist), *Three concerts of Mozart Piano Concerts: K 488, K491 and K503 with the Vector Wellington orchestra and conductor Marc Taddei* (Wellington and Masterton, Wellington Town Hall, Masterton Town Hall and Michael Fowler Centre, April 16, July 22 and 23, September 11, 2011).


Psathas J, (Composer), *Djinn concerto (marimba and orchestra)* (Performed by Dimitris Desyllas and the Athens Camerata, Athens, Greece, 13 March, 2011).

Psathas J, (Composer), *Good for Nothing (feature film)* (Santa Barbara International Film Festival, January, 2011).


Psathas J, (Composer), *Kyoto* (Performed by the Ju Percussion Group, Taipei (Taiwan) and Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney (Australia), May–June, 2011).


**Compositions**


Body J (Composer), ‘Five Lullabies (arranged for an ensemble of Chinese instruments by Gao Wei-Jie)’ (March 18, Auckland Concert Chamber, Auckland, 2011).

Body J (Composer), ‘Meditations on Michelangelo (version for violin and piano)’, Rieko Suzuki (violin), Gao Ping (piano) (Wellington, Adam Concert Room, Wellington, 2010).

Body J (Composer), ‘O Cambodia, for violin, violoncello, piano with Cambodian singer and instrumentalists’, NZTrio and Tray So. (March 17, Auckland Festival, Auckland Concert Chamber, Auckland, 2011).


Body J (Composer), ‘Three Dreams and a Nightmare for vocal ensemble’ (October 5, James Hay Theatre, Christchurch, 2011).


Lisik D, ‘Origin of Species’, *Dave Lisik Orichtr featuring Alex Sipiagin, 10 movement original composition (70 minutes) for 25-piece Jazz Orchestra* (USA, Galloping Cow Records, 2011).


Psathas J, ‘Djinn (Composition)’, Pedro Carneiro (Marimba) and The Vector Wellington Orchestra, The Auckland Philharmonia and the Christchurch Symphony (Wellington, Promethean Editions, 2010), 120pp.


Psathas J (Composer), 'Faustroll (composition)', Accordion, gongs, electronics (Wellington, Howard Taylor Productions, 2010).

Exhibitions/Curatorial Exercises

Published Conference Papers

Published Conference Papers


**Theses**

**MMA**


**MMus**


**MMTh**


Squires K M, ‘Staff perceptions of how music therapy can support palliative care patients in a New Zealand / Aotearoa hospice, with a particular focus on spiritual care’. 2011.

**NURSING, MIDWIFERY AND HEALTH**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


Articles


Skinner J, ‘If we don’t know where we came from we won’t know where to go!’, *New Zealand College of Midwives*, 43 (2010), p. 4.


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations

James S, McBride-Henry K, Quirke S, 'Nurse perception of patient discharge from ICU to Ward-Based Care: A Comparative Survey', British Association of Critical Care Nurses Conference (Newcastle, England, September 2010).

Unpublished Conference Papers


SOCIAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES

Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


Other Academic Publications


Pratt J, ‘Penal Policy and the social democratic image of society’, in *Crime, Justice and Social Democracy International Conference* (Queensland, School of Justice, Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology, 2011).


### Reports


### Published Conference Papers


### Unpublished Conference Papers


Durrant R, ‘The role of evolutionary explanations in criminology’, *American Society of Criminology Annual Conference* (San Francisco, November 2010).

Harrington C, ‘Conspiracy theories and rape allegations in the DSK and Julian Assange affairs’, *Theorising Crisis: Feminist Perspectives* (Sydney, December 2011).


Kirkman A, 'Leaving a (gendered) trace: cemeteries and teaching sociology', Sociological Association of Aotearoa, New Zealand Annual Conference (Wellington, December 2011).

Levine H, 'Whale Meat and Kosher Chickens, Implications of Their Bans in New Zealand', Shanghai International Conference on Social Science (Shanghai, August 2011).


Theses

PhD


VA’AOMANÜ PASIFIKA

Edited Collections

Henderson A K, Teaiwa K M, Mallon S J, Dance, Gender, and the Moving Body in Oceania (Australia National University, Australia National University, 2011), 27.


Chapters


Articles


**Published Conference Papers**


Suaalii-Sauni T, ‘It’s in your bones!’, Samoan Custom and Discourses of Certainty’, *Yearbook of New Zealand Jurisprudence*, edited by Richard Benton (University of Waikato, School of Law, University of Waikato, 2010), 13, pp. 70–88.

**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Henderson A K, ‘Urban Islanders, Ulu Niu, and Oceania: Communities of Sentiment, Communities of Critique’, *Pacific Islands Studies 60th Anniversary Conference Celebrating Connections, University of Hawaii* (Manoa, Hawaii, November 2010).

Suaalii-Sauni T, ‘Some reflections on Tui Atua Tupua’s Whispers and Vanities Paper’, *Samoan indigenous religious culture workshop retreat of selected Samoa-based academics and leaders* (Vailele, Samoa, January 2010).
FACULTY OF LAW

LAW

Books


Monographs


Edited Collections


**Chapters**


Knight D, Charters C, ‘We, the People(s): Participation in Governance’, in We, The People(s): Participation in Governance, edited by Claire Charters and Dean R Knight (Wellington, Victoria University Press, 2011), pp. 9-15.


McDonald E, ‘Complainant desire for Information, Consultation and Support: How to Respond and Who should Provide?’, in From “Real Rape” to Real Justice: Prosecuting Rape in New Zealand, edited by Elisabeth McDonald and Yvette Tinsley (Wellington, Victoria University Press, 2011), pp. 168-220.


Articles


**Other Academic Publications**


Reports


Published Conference Papers


McLachlan C, ‘Has international arbitration moved from a process to a system?’, ICCA 50th Anniversary Conference (2011).


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Costi A, ‘Responsibility to Protect in Relation to Recent Events in Libya: Benchmark or High-Water Mark?’; Beeby Colloquium on International Law (Wellington, November 2011).


Frankel S, Geographical Indications Roundtable (St Helena, California, March 2011).


Jones C, ‘Whakaeka i nga Ngaru Riding the Waves: Maori Legal Traditions in New Zealand Public Life’, Between Indigenous and Settler Governance (Sydney, August 2011).


Tinsley Y, McDonald E, ‘Alternatives to prosecution: restorative possibilities for victims in Aotearoa/New Zealand’, Good Sex, Bad Sex conference (Prague, May 2010).

Chapters


Articles


Thomas L, Bell J, ‘Characterization of polymorphic microsatellite markers for the red rock lobster, Jasus edwardsii (Hutton 1875)’, Conservation Genetics Resources (2011).


Other Academic Publications


Reports

Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Calcott M, Owen J, Ackerley D, ‘Domain substitution in Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 to create novel pyoverdines’, Synthetic Biology of Antibiotic Production (Sant Feliu de Guixols, Spain, October 2–7 2011).


Unpublished Conference Papers

Azar J, Bell B, Burns K, 'Vocal characteristics of oscine birds associated with forest habitat in New Zealand', 25th International Ornithological Congress (Campos do Jordao, Brazil, August 2010).


Bell B, Borowiec M, Azar J, Digby A, Murphy M, Styche A, 'Vocal steps and clines - dialectal variation in the song repertoire of the New Zealand grey warbler (Gerygone igata) at three spatial scales', 25th International Ornithological Congress (Campos do Jordao, Brazil, August 2010).

Berkeley E, 'The application of sex allocation theory to endangered rhinoceros conservation', International Rhino Keeper Association 7th International Meeting (Glen Rose, Texas, United States, May 2011).


Chan A H L, Miller J H, 'Aneuploidy induction by the microtubule-stabilizing agent, peloruside A, involves the cell cycle checkpoint proteins MAD2 and p55CDC', AACR-NCI-EORTC International Conference on Molecular Targets and Cancer Therapeutics (San Francisco, CA, USA, Nov 12-16 2011).


Green L, La Flamme A, Ackerley D, ‘*Pseudomonas aeruginosa* vs. the Innate Immune System’, *European Congress of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Disease (ECCMID)* (Milan, Italy, May 2011).


McIntosh C J, Juengel J L, McNatty K, ‘Active immunization against the proregion of either BMP15 or GDF9 regulates ovulation rate and litter size in mice’, *The Second World Congress on Reproductive Biology* (Cairns, Australia, 9th-12th October 2011).

McNatty K, Juengel J, Pitman J, ‘Hierarchical ovarian follicular development and ovulation-rate’, *World Congress on Reproductive Biology* (Cairns, Australia, 9th-12th October 2011).


McNatty K, Pitman J, Juengel J, ‘Oocyte expression levels of GDF9 and BMP15 are linked to follicular health, LH receptivity in granulosa cells and ovulation-rate’, *TGFbeta down under meeting* (Melbourne, Australia, March 2011).


Peng L, ‘Characterizing liver membrane proteome using carbonate-wash and SDS PAGE LC MS/MS’, 5th China Medical Biotech Forum (Beijing, China, November 7–9 2011).


Pitman J, McNatty K, ‘The expression level of oocyte-derived BMP15 relative to GDF9 mRNA may be a key determinant in regulating species differences in ovulation rate’, 44th Annual Meeting for the Society for the Study of Reproduction (Portland, USA, July/August 2011).


**Theses**

**PhD**


Ferguson P, 'Iron nanoparticles as magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents': 2011.


Kikillus K, 'Exotic reptiles in the pet trade: are they a threat to New Zealand?': 2010.


Stockum C, 'Analysis of the regulation of *GIGANTEA* transcript and protein accumulation in *Arabidopsis* and recombinant expression': 2010.


MSc


Mathieson M, ‘Temporal variation in toxic bait, carbohydrate and protein preference and toxic bait efficacy in Argentine (Linepithema humile) and Darwin’s ants (Doleromyrmex darwini).’ 2011.


Wright J, ‘pH control in recirculating aquaculture systems for pua (haliotis iris)’. 2011.

---

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Books


Chapters


Articles


Anton E, Jo W, Trodahl H, Damjanovic D, Roedel J, ‘Effect of K0.5Na0.5NbO3 on properties at and off the morphotropic phase boundary in Bi0.5Na0.5TiO3-Bi0.5K0.5TiO3 ceramics’, *Japanese Journal of Applied Physics*, 50 (2011), pp. 055802-1-055802-7. http://jjap.jsap.jp/link?JJAP/50/055802/.


Coles M, Hitchcock P, Khvostov A, Lappert F, Maron L, 'Synthesis and structures of the [benzamidinato]3- complexes Li3(tmeda)(L1)2 and [Li(thf)4][Li5(L2)(OEt2)2] [L1 = N(SiMe3)C(Ph)N(SiMe3) and L2 = N(SiMe3)C6H4–4)NPh']*, *Dalton Transactions*, 40 (2011), pp. 3047–3052. doi:10.1039/C0DT01482F.


Other Academic Publications


Reports for External Body

Johnston-Hollitt M, Australian–New Zealand SKA Coordination Committee – Request for Information for the Candidate Sites: Appendix 12 "New Zealand physical characteristics" (Australia–New Zealand SKA Coordination Committee, 15 September, 2011), 8pp.

Published Conference Papers


### Conference Poster Presentations


Lomas C, Hodgkiss J, ‘Control of interchain interactions and fullerene phase separation in conjugated polymer/fullerene blends through the addition of triptycene’, 9th Conference on Optical Probes of p-conjugated polymers and Nanostructures (Santa Fe, June 2011).


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


**Theses**

**PhD**


**MSc**


**GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT AND EARTH SCIENCES**

**Books**


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


org/content/122/7-8/963.abstract.


Guggenmos M, Daughney C, Jackson B, Morgenstern U, ‘Regional-scale identification of
groundwater-surface water interaction using hydrochemistry and multivariate statistical

Hirt I, Palomino-Schalscha M A, ‘Geography, the military and critique on the occasion of the 2011

Houston H, Delbridge B, Wech A, Creager K, ‘Rapid tremor reversals in Cascadia generated by a


and fuel poverty in New Zealand: A review of policies, research, and health impacts’, *Energy

Johnson J, Savage M, Townend J, ‘Distinguishing between Stress-induced and Structural Anisotropy

Joshi M, Hawkins E, Sutton R, Lowe J, Frame D, ‘Projections of when temperature change will exceed
nclimate1261.

Keats B, Johnson J, Savage M, ‘The Erua earthquake cluster and seismic anisotropy in the Ruapehu

Cenozoic faulting in the Kraische area, SW Bulgaria’, *Journal of Structural Geology*, 33, 5 (2011),

Lamb S, ‘Cenozoic tectonic evolution of the New Zealand plate-boundary zone: A paleomagnetic

Lamb S, ‘Did shortening in thick crust cause rapid Late Cenozoic uplift in the northern Bolivian
10.1144/0016-74922011-008.

contents.htm.


Manning M, ‘We need to know more about atmospheric chemistry’, Chemistry in New Zealand, 75, 1, April (2011), pp. 78–84.


**Other Academic Publications**


**Published Conference Papers**


Conference Poster Presentations


Conference Unpublished Papers


Morrison P, ‘Subjective well-being and the city’, *Cities, Health and well-being. Urban Age Conference, Hong Kong, 16–17th November*, Organised by the London School of Economics and Deutsche Bank Alfred Herrhausen Society in partnership with the University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong, 16–17th November 2011).

Morrison P S, ‘Access to green space and subjective well-being in urban New Zealand’, *New Zealand Geographical Society Conference* (Christchurch, July 2010).


**Reports**


**Film/Videos**

Lamb S, Sington D, Barrett P, (Producers), (Directors: Lamb and Sington), *The last Trillion Tonnes* (Wellington and Oxford, Tipping Point, supported by Victoria University of Wellington UW and University of Oxford, 2010).
**PhD**

Behr Y, 'Imaging New Zealand's Crustal Structure using Ambient Seismic Noise Recordings from Permanent and Temporary Instruments'. 2011.


**MDevStud**


Burford J, ‘(The) margin(s) speak! : a multifaceted examination of practising ‘men who have sex with men’ development in Bangkok’. 2010.


Impey K, ‘Developing partnerships : how local development organisations can empower themselves through the integration and management of international volunteers : a case study with Aspire, South Africa’. 2011.


Skeaff L, 'Preparing for social action: a case study from Zambia on the relationship between religious knowledge and development'. 2011.


\textbf{MEnvSt}


Prince B, 'Climate change adaptation and mitigation in New Zealand snow tourism'. 2010.


\textbf{MSc}


Kolodziej A, 'Planktic foraminifera-based sea surface temperature estimates and late quaternary oceanography off New Zealand’s West Coast'. 2010.


Murphy D, 'Metamorphism and the P-T history of Alpine Schist from the Newton Range, Southern Alps, New Zealand'. 2010.


Stevens M, ‘Miocene and pliocene silicic Coromandel Volcanic Zone tephras from ODP Site 1124-C: petrogenetic applications and temporal evolution’. 2010.


Syuhada, ‘Seismic attenuation anisotropy in the southernmost part of the Taupo Volcanic Zone, North Island, New Zealand’. 2010.


MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Books


Chapters


Articles


Other Academic Publications


Reports


Published Conference Papers


Conference Poster Presentations


Woods L R, Sibanda N, 'Trans-dimensional Markov Chains in Bayesian QTL Mapping', *Bayes on the Beach conference* (Gold Coast, Australia, 4–5 October 2010).

Unpublished Conference Papers


Theses

PhD

Abreu G, ‘Kodama time, entropy bounds, the Raychaudhuri equation, and the quantum interest conjecture’. 2011.


MSc


PSYCHOLOGY

Edited Collections


Chapters


**Articles**


### Reports


### Other Academic Publications


**Conference Poster Presentations**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


Garland M, Low J, Burns K, ‘Math is for the birds: Spontaneous addition and subtraction in wild North Island Robins (Petroica longipes)’, *The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour, Summer Conference* (St Andrews, Scotland, August 2011).


Polaschek D, ‘Change we don’t want to believe in: Understanding and measuring rehabilitation change and recidivism outcomes, for high risk violent prisoners’, *North American Association for Corrections and Criminal Justice Psychology Conference 2* (Toronto, June 2011).


CENTRES AND INSTITUTES

CENTRE FOR ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

Edited Collections


Chapters


Articles


Published Conference Papers


Other Academic Publications


Sutherland K, ‘Retaining early career academic staff’, *Capacity*, 13, (2011), pp. 1–2

Reports


Unpublished Conference Papers


Dexter B, ‘Can servant leadership aid understanding of academic and management identities?’, *Academic Identities Conference* (Glasgow, June 2010).


Dexter B, ‘Targets and performance measures in educational development: How helpful are they?’, *15th Annual SEDA Conference* (Chester, November 2010).


**INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MODERN LETTERS**

**Dramatic & Literary texts - Books**


Ferris M, (Poet), *The typewriter has a love story* (Wellington, New Zealand Poetry Society, 2011).


**Dramatic and Literary Texts - Chapters**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dramatic and Literary Texts - Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


**Edited Collections**


**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**

Adam P, 'The Engineer in Company: The Figure of the Engineer Through the Writing of Engineers', *Man Alone* (Wellington, September 2011).


Dahlberg T, 'An Irishman, an Englishman and a Welshman', *Man Alone* (Wellington, September 2011).
Dahlberg T, ‘Stories are the Centre: the primacy of narrative in re-visioning identity’, *Mr Rongo 2011 Peace Congress: Hokotehi Moriori Trust* (Chatham Islands, November 2011).


**Performances**


Belz A, (Guest speaker), *Awatere guest speaker* (Hamilton, Ferrybank Lounge, 13 June, 2011).


Ferris M, (Poet), *Poetry@The Thistle Inn* (Wellington, Thistle Inn, 20 June, 2011).


Hall B, (Poet), *From the country of poetry* (Te Papa, July, 2011).

Hall B, (Poet), *Poetry@ The Thistle Inn* (Wellington, The Thistle Inn, 17 October, 2011).


Jenner L, (Poet), *Stage Presence* (Hastings, Community Arts Centre, 8 August, 2011).

Jenner L, (Poet), *Writers Read Series* (Wellington, Theatrette 10A02 Museum Building, Massey Wellington Campus, 4 August, 2011).

Manhire B, (Poet), *7 Poets in the City* (Wellington, City Gallery, 24 February, 2011).


Manhire B, (Poet), *Canterbury Poets Collective* (Christchurch, CPIT students Association Hall, 5 Madras St, 9 November, 2011).


Manhire B, (Poet), *Poetry readings by Bill Manhire, Cilla McQueen, Ian Wedde, David Eggleton* (Dunedin, Dunedin Public Art Gallery, August 14, 2011).


Manhire B, (Poet), *Under the Influence* (Mossburn, Mossburn Community Centre, 2 December, 2011).


Tansey N, (Poet), *Poetry@The Thistle Inn* (Wellington, The Thistle Inn, 20 June, 2011).


Compositions


Wilkins D, ‘Group Hug’ (53.27), 13 track album of songs, Group Hug by The Close Readers (Wellington, Damien Wilkins, 2011).

Exhibitions

Adam P, Three things: the hall the photograph of the hall and the way the hall stands up (Wellington, Wellington City Gallery, March, 2011).

Hall B (Poet), In Response (Wellington, Massey University, October, 2011).

Theses

PhD

MA
Burke B, ‘Orla’. 2011

STOUT RESEARCH CENTRE

Books

Edited Collections

**Chapters**


**Articles**


**Other Academic Publications**


**Unpublished Conference Papers**


